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Language games

•Words are defined only by their use, not their 
definition or meaning (Wittgenstein, 1953)

•A secret code that is written nowhere, known by 
none, and understood by all (Sapir, 1927)

Wittgenstein

“Slab!”



The simplest and most efficient communication tool in the world

Language games
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Models of dialogue

Message model

Presupposes shared encoding/decoding rules for transferring information 



Models of dialogue

Interactive alignment model

Presupposes shared associations across levels and individuals



Models of dialogue

Grounding model

People in dialogue seek and provide evidence for mutual understanding



Models of dialogue

Evidence used for grounding

People in dialogue seek and provide evidence for mutual understanding

•Can be explicit, such as a backchannel response 
(uhuh) or clarification question

•Can be implicit, such as displaying continuing 
attentiveness via eye contact or continuing 
with a next relevant utterance

•Paralinguistic cues provide information about 
the ongoing utterance itself, yet they have 
been largely neglected by traditional models
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Maze game

Path type: “See the bottom right, go two along and two up"
Coordinate type: “I’m on the third row and fourth column"
Line type: “Third bottom line, third box from the right"

Conceptual pacts



Tangrams
Conceptual pacts



Tangrams
Conceptual pacts

People in dialogue gradually simplify their (provisional) references



Partner specificity
Conceptual pacts

set A set B
“The shoe” “The loafer” ?

set C

Informativeness:      ”the shoe”, regardless

Recency: ”the loafer”, regardless

Partner specificity: “the loafer” with same partner 
”the shoe” with new partner

Lexical choice is based on partners and not informativeness or recency 



Take-home concepts

•Yo!?

•People collaboratively come to use the same 
terms in conversation

•They are “conceptual pacts”, provisional and 
partner-specific references to an object



Next up

•Measuring Mutual Understanding



Bonus: Not just words


